INTRODUCTION
Recent studies on wireless spectrum demonstrate that the wireless communication systems suffer from spectrum scarcity and inefficient spectrum usage. This observation leads to the reformation in the static spectrum assignment policies by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) [1] . The new policy schemes would allow the vacant portions of the licensed spectrum bands to be used by the unlicensed users (called secondary users) without causing interference to the licensed users (called primary users). Cognitive radio, identified as a novel paradigm is anticipated to make this policy reformation successful.
Cognitive radios are devices that can alter its transmission / reception parameters based on the changes monitored in the environment and identify opportunities to transmit data when the incumbent is not using [2] . To achieve this intelligent functionality, cognitive radios employ a key enabling technology called spectrum sensing. Spectrum sensing techniques enable the cognitive radio to find the best available spectrum bands. The important challenge of spectrum sensing is to reliably detect the presence of primary users and not to cause harmful interference to them. A number of techniques have been proposed in the literature for spectrum sensing. Energy detection [3] , Matched filter detection [4] , cyclostationary feature detection [5] , covariance based detection [6] , Eigen value based detection [7] , detection using wavelets [8] , correlation based detection [9] and filter bank spectrum estimation [10] are few among them. Among these methods, energy detection is a simple and non coherent technique which compares the energy of the received signal with a pre-evaluated threshold. The performance of the existing techniques provide different trade-offs between detection accuracy, sensing time and computational complexity. But the practical applicability of these techniques depends very much on the information available about the primary signals. Energy detection is the most preferred approach for spectrum sensing when the CR is unable to gather sufficient information about the primary user signals.
The original energy detector was proposed in [11] for an unknown deterministic signal assuming a flat band-limited Gaussian channel. Recently, the energy detector proposed in [11] is being used extensively for CR spectrum sensing owing to its simplicity and lesser computational requirements. In [12] , energy detection is analyzed theoretically for AWGN, Rayleigh and Nakagami channel models and expressions for the detection probability are obtained. The secondary user spectrum sensing -throughput problem is analyzed in [13] . Energy detection sensing is used and an optimal sensing time which maximizes the secondary user throughput is identified. The authors proved that for a 6 MHz channel, when the frame duration is 100ms and at 90% detection probability, the optimum sensing time is 14.2 ms. In [14] , the authors proposed a blindly combined energy detection technique which does not require any information about the primary signal. The authors validated the proposed technique using wireless microphone signals and randomly generated signals and proved that their method outperforms energy detection for highly correlated signals. A detailed review of sensing algorithms and various approaches to distributed detection techniques for cognitive radio was discussed in [15] .
An adaptive threshold based energy detection suitable for time varying nature of the wireless channel and primary user activities is proposed in [16] . The authors of [17] put forward the Barlett's estimate as the decision statistic for energy detection. The authors investigated the performance for unknown signals under Rayleigh and Rician fading channels. The accuracy of their method is also compared with periodogram technique and found to achieve low miss detection probability. But their technique is able to achieve low false alarm only for higher detection threshold. In [18] , an energy detection based spectrum sensing is performed using Welch periodogram technique. The authors observe improved performance if the parameters of the Welch periodogram are included in the distribution of the decision statistic. They also observed that improved detection performance is achieved at the expense of increased false alarm probability under noise uncertainty. In [19] , an improved version of energy detection algorithm is proposed for spectrum sensing. The improved detection scheme initially employs the traditional energy detection algorithm and confirms with additional verifications to avoid any missed detection due to instantaneous energy drops and improves the detection performance. The authors analyzed the computational complexity of the improved energy detection algorithm and found to be similar to that of the traditional energy detection algorithm. Another approach to improve the traditional energy detection algorithm is proposed in [20] and [21] . The algorithm computes an arbitrary positive power operation on the received signal to compute the decision statistic instead of squaring operation and showed better performance. The authors of [22] define a formal measure for the utilization of spectrum holes and a new adaptive sensing duration for energy detection based spectrum sensing is proposed. By dynamically changing the sensing duration, the Apart from these specific techniques, many hybrid detectors are also proposed which combines the advantages of two or more sensing techniques discussed above, but at the expense of increased complexity [23] . Detection performance is also well studied in the context of wireless sensor networks where target detection is a major concern. Threshold based detection techniques and error probability analysis for a non binary fault tolerant event detection for a sensor network is proposed in [24] .
Most of the existing contributions on energy detection based spectrum sensing focus on maximizing the probability of detection by considering the detection problem in the context of Neyman Pearson. However, the fundamental requirement of any spectrum sensing algorithm is not to cause harmful interference to the incumbent. Hence, it is inevitable to minimize the total error probability of the cognitive radio. Thus, we analyze the improved energy detection algorithm proposed in [20] in terms of the arbitrary positive index, decision threshold and the number of samples with MEB and TEB as the design objective. Two techniques are proposed to minimize the total probability of error. In the first technique, an optimum decision threshold for the improved energy detection algorithm satisfying the MEB criterion is identified. The second technique proposes the improved energy detection with minimum number of samples satisfying a TEB criterion. The significant contributions addressed in this paper are thus summarized:
• The total probability of error for the improved energy detection algorithm is derived.
• The existence of optimum decision threshold satisfying a MEB is identified by simulations and the theoretical expression for the optimum decision threshold is derived. Further, the best choice of the arbitrary positive power used for the computation of decision statistic is found numerically by simulations.
• The minimum number of samples required to achieve a TEB is derived. The existence of an optimum value of the arbitrary positive power which minimizes the minimum number of samples is identified.
• The optimum value of the arbitrary positive power which minimizes the minimum number of samples is derived and verified numerically by simulations.
II. SPECTRUM SENSING PRELIMINARIES
The cognitive radio spectrum sensing is a binary hypothesis testing problem and can be formulated as follows.
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where hypothesis H 0 denotes the absence of the primary user and hypothesis H 1 denotes the presence of the primary user. y(n) is the signal received at the secondary receiver, w(n) is the AWGN of variance σ . Moreover, s(n) and w(n) are assumed to be independent and the noise power is known a priori.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES FOR SPECTRUM SENSING
Ideally any spectrum sensing algorithm should select H 0 when the primary user is absent and H 1 when it is present. Practically, spectrum sensing algorithms are prone to errors and their performance depends on various factors such as the decision threshold, received SNR, M, channel conditions etc., The important performance measures used to evaluate the quality of sensing are discussed below:
• Probability of false alarm (P f ) : It is defined as the probability that the spectrum sensing algorithm declares that H 1 is true, when the primary user is actually absent. From the secondary user perspective, increase in false alarm will reduce the spectrum opportunities for them. Therefore, it is important to control the probability of false alarm for efficient secondary user spectrum utilization.
• Probability of miss detection (P md ): It is defined as the probability that the spectrum sensing algorithm declares that H 0 is true, when the primary user is present. From the primary user perspective, increase in miss detection will increase the interference caused K. Muthumeenakshi 
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2019 to them. Therefore, it is important to control the miss detection probability to avoid the collisions between the primary and secondary users. The complementary probability of miss detection is known to as probability of detection (P d ).
• SNR: The SNR of the received signal at the secondary user depends on the channel environment and the transmitted power of the primary user. The quality of detection improves with increase in SNR. A primary requirement of a spectrum sensing algorithm is the reliable detection of primary user signal in the low SNR regime.
• Sensing duration: Sensing duration is a very important parameter upon which the duration of secondary data transmission depends. Shorter the sensing duration, higher the secondary user throughput. However, the accuracy of the spectrum sensing algorithm also depends on the sensing duration. Hence it is desirable to achieve high performance in a short sensing duration.
• Complexity: The detection algorithms should be simple, easy to implement and should not be complex. The complexity analysis is also important for any spectrum sensing algorithm.
Based on the performance measures, a sensing algorithm is analyzed using ROC curves, SNR performance and complexity analysis which are briefly described below.
• ROC curves: ROC curve is a plot of probability of detection against probability of false alarm for varying algorithm parameters. The ROC curvature determines the detection accuracy of the algorithm. The area under an ideal ROC curve is unity which means the detection is 100% accurate. If the ROC curve moves toward the 45° diagonal of the ROC space, the detection accuracy deteriorates. Therefore, it is desirable for a good sensing algorithm to have the ROC curve closer towards the ideal curve. The ROC analysis is very important to select the optimal design parameters for the detection algorithm.
• SNR performance: The SNR performance is the plot of total probability of sensing error against increasing SNR. The total probability of sensing error is the sum of the false alarm probability and miss detection probability. It is desirable for any sensing algorithm to have a low sensing error probability for any value of SNR.
• Complexity analysis: A sensing algorithm with low complexity is always desirable. The algorithm should be designed such that it achieves high detection probability with minimum number of samples.
ENERGY DETECTION ALGORITHM
The conventional energy detector which uses squaring operation to compute the test statistic is given by
where Y is the test statistic and N is the number of samples used for computation. 
The error probabilities are defined as follows: The probability of missed detection, 
The total error probability depends on the values of P d , P f and the probability of occurrence of H 0 and H 1 . It is denoted by P e and expressed as,
where P is the probability of occurrence of the primary user, i.e., 
Under hypothesis H 1 :
As the random variables ( ) / p w y n σ follow normal distribution, the decision statistic also follow normal distribution with mean and variance values given by,
;
( )
The probability density of the decision statistic is hence given by, 
The expressions for the corresponding false alarm and detection probability are given by, 
and ( ) 
Now, the total probability of sensing error is given by,
IV. OPTIMUM THRESHOLD FOR IMPROVED ENERGY DETECTION SATISFYING MEB
In the proposed algorithm, we minimize the total error probability by optimizing the decision threshold. From (16), the total probability of error P e depends on m λ , N, P and p and the received SNR. The variation of P e with respect to the decision threshold can be observed in Figure 1 . It is clear that there exists an optimum threshold for which the probability of error attains a minimum value for any fixed p, N, P and α. For different values of p, the optimal m λ and the value of P e at the optimum m λ are different. This shows that the value of p plays a vital role in further minimizing P e . Thus it is possible to find an optimum value of threshold for a particular p value for which P e is minimum. In the following the expression for the optimal decision threshold is derived analytically.
The optimum value of the decision threshold satisfying a MEB is given by, ( ) 
Solving, we get, 
Equation (17) gives the optimum value of the threshold which minimizes the probability of error over AWGN channels. The best choice of the optimum threshold for which the P e is minimum can be chosen using (16) . Equation (17) depicts that the optimum threshold depends mainly on the mean and variance of the two hypotheses. These values further depend on the arbitrary positive index p. Thus, the solution for m λ and the corresponding p, which satisfies the MEB can be analyzed numerically and presented in section VI. It can be concluded that the proposed algorithm with optimum threshold is well suited for potential applications of cognitive radio requiring maximum accuracy like health care and military surveillance.
V. OPTIMUM 'p' SATISFYING TEB
It is sometimes required to conduct spectrum sensing with minimum sensing time. For time bound applications where sensing duration is a critical parameter, it is necessary to have minimum number of samples for signal detection. A TEB is specified and the minimum number of samples required for sensing is computed. Then the optimum value of p minimizing the minimum number of samples to achieve the TEB is derived. Let the target probability of error be denoted as^e P . The target probability of false alarm be denoted as^f P . Then, from (16) we have,
The minimum number of samples required to achieve a target probability or error depends on the mean and variance of the two hypotheses, which in turn depends on the arbitrary positive power p. Figure 2 shows the plot of the minimum number of samples determined using (19) against p. It is observed that there exists an optimum value of N min as p is varied. There exists only one value of p to minimize N min for any given P, ^f P and ^e P and SNR. 
where 
VI. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS AND ANALYSIS
To verify the accuracy of the theoretical deductions, we provide the simulated results of the improved energy detection algorithm with optimal threshold values and optimal p. Initially, the ROC performance of the conventional energy detector and the improved energy detector is presented. Next, a thorough analysis is performed for the optimal choices of decision threshold and p for varying SNR values satisfying MEB. Then the performance of the improved energy detector for MEB criterion is analyzed based on SNR values and compared with the existing algorithm. Finally, the sample complexity analysis is performed for the proposed algorithm with TEB against the existing algorithm.
The ROC performance of the conventional energy detector and the improved energy detector is shown in Figure 2 which clearly depicts the performance enhancement of the improved algorithm over the conventional algorithm. Table 1 and Table 2 shows the total error probability based on the above theoretical deductions for varying N and SNR values for primary user occupancy values of 45% and 25%.
These values are observed from [25] , in which the spectrum occupancy measurements are observed as 45% in the cellular band typically and over the licensed bands it is 25% on an average. Existing algorithm means the improved energy detection algorithm with the decision threshold set based on a target P f . The proposed algorithm is the improved energy detection algorithm with the optimized threshold. For both the algorithms the optimum values of p and the corresponding error probability are tabulated. When the primary user occupancy is 45% and for increasing number of samples, the total error probability is low for the proposed algorithm compared to the existing algorithm. When P is 25%, it is observed that the probability of error is less for the proposed algorithm for any number of samples and SNR. The optimum value of p is also tabulated for both the algorithms. It can be observed that the optimal p is not the same for all the cases and different from the traditional energy detector for which p is always 2. It also depends on the collected number of samples. As the optimal p depends on SNR, N, and P, this algorithm cannot be used instantaneously for practical sensing. However, SNR can be estimated, and the information regarding P can also be predicted using techniques proposed in [26] . With this prior knowledge, optimum values of threshold and p can be computed offline and the best choice of N can be selected based on the requirement of the cognitive radio.
The performance of the proposed algorithm with optimum threshold for varying SNR is compared with the existing algorithm. It can be observed from Figure. 4, when the SNR is negative, the total error probability is high and depends on the number of samples. However, it is lower than the values obtained with the existing improved energy detection algorithm. When the value of SNR is greater than 0, the total error probability declines to values close to 0 for the proposed algorithm when compared to the existing algorithm. The minimum number of samples required for the existing algorithm is given by [19] , ( )
From (26), the sample complexity is found to be in the order of 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Energy detection has gained much popularity owing to its simplicity and low computational complexity. In this paper, we proposed two implementations with improved energy detection to improve the performance of spectrum sensing. The total sensing error probability is the parameter considered for the design of the proposed techniques. First, the optimization of decision threshold for the improved energy detection is performed with MEB as the design goal. Next the optimization of the arbitrary positive index with respect to the minimum number of samples for a TEB is carried out. Numerical and simulation results validate the efficacy of the proposed algorithms thereby confirming to be superior over the existing algorithm and found to be well suited for practical spectrum sensing.
